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Every  human  action  is  influenced  by  its  surrounding.  Our 
behaviour changes depending on where we are, on the people 
near us, on the objects around us. If we place our actions on a 
timeline we can make a map of the places where they occur: for 
our mind it is easy to position our life's turning points in the 
locations where they happened. Those places have an emotional 
value for us, they are keepers of a time.

The project starts from the idea of beating time through space. A love story is told through the creation of the  
spaces around the two lovers, placing each key moment of the 
story in a different setting. All  the settings are built in real 
time by other performers, who bring on stage all the necessary 
objects for the action to unfold. Once the action is over, the 
stage is emptied in a flash, leaving space for the next setting.  
Only a few minutes or maybe years may divide a frame from the 
following. Such an elliptical narration allows the audience to 
complete  the  story:  trying to fill  the gaps with the missing 
pieces imagining what happened is actually  one of our more 
natural tendencies.

The meaning of the events is always linked to their context. A 
kiss is different if it happens at home, in an alley, in a night  
club or in an office. It is different if it is between husband and 
wife, between two friends, two colleagues, between two people 
engaged with someone else. But it is  always a kiss.  It is  the 
context,  the  information  around  the  event,  that  defines  the 
sign of the action. Captions are a very versatile instrument to 
make the context univocal. Some lettered tiles are aligned on 
the  proscenium  and  used  to  create  captions  as  if  playing 
Scrabble.  Each  word  contains  other  words:  revealing  them 
changes  the  meaning  of  the  scene  completely,  as  in  a  Chinese  boxes  game.  In  the  age  of  technological  

applications  as  a  medium to  produce  art,  Innerscapes  aims  at  using  “concrete 
applications” to get contemporary style results. The simple movement of objects 
and performers in and out of the stage generates a sequence of events displaying a 
typical cinematographic grammar.

Settings, situations, costumes, characters are handled and changed in view,  thus 
triggering  a  scenic  game.  This  involves  the  audience  both  in  an  emotional  and 
mental  way,  creating short circuits  between perception and meaning,  sense  and 
word. Exploring the relation between human action and its position in time and 
space through the mutual  influence of these elements.  Turning the dramaturgic 
work into a movie editing process made of flashbacks and flashforwards, time-
lapses, ellipses and repetitions.
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Doppiozero: “Teatro in progress: Effetto Larsen's Innerscapes” by Roberta Ferraresi 

At the center of a spare stage, a goodbye hug. But suddenly everything freezes: in a striking backlight a group of stagehands  
enters and disassembles the setting with precision and lightness, to create a new one around the actors. It's a party, the one  
where the couple that has just split up first met. The action continues from where it was interrupted: in theatre moving a 
small table, adding a few empty bottles and a red tissue around the hips or changing lights and music is enough to change the
meaning of an action. This is the simple yet powerful magic of the stage. And the aspect on which Innerscapes focuses on with 
meticulous determination.  It’s  with this project that  Effetto Larsen,  the Milan company founded and directed by Matteo 
Lanfranchi won the 2011 Lia Lapini award.
It was late June in Siena, at the Voci di Fonte Festival, organiser of the   award since 2008. Four finalist performance studios,
20 minutes each, selected and then evaluated, also through long interviews with the companies, by a jury composed by 10  
theater professionals (reviewers, directors, organizers) extremely active in the field of emerging creation. A well-structured 
process, based on exposition and exchange of views, work in progress and dialogue, that Effetto Larsen chose to carry on even 
after being awarded, in sight of the upcoming debut. A series of encounters – a broader study in December, followed by two
previews in Brescia and Milan – were organized by the company as key moments for the performance development, opening 
the work-in-progress “secret” to the audience to collect their feedback and suggestions.
This offered the occasion to get an insight on the different steps of the creative process and to better understand the work  
methodology and the range of possibilities that were explored and then discarded, if not even to intervene  with one’s own
impressions on the delicacy of a still in progress performance. Many things changed over this year but, beyond finding out the 
differences,  the  opportunity  is  rather  that  of  seeing  what  are  the  core  elements  the  artists  are  focusing  on  for  the 
development of the work.
Coming to the form, the reference to cinema is continuously underlined: Innerscapes is brimming with direct and indirect
references to the seventh art, both under the technical (freezing, repetitions, flashbacks) and conceptual  point of view,  
starting from Hitchcock to reach the Web 2.0 of YouTube. Then there's the content, the love story, the narrative topos par  
excellence. What have such refined techniques (inspired by cinema but also from the theatre craftsmanship) to do with  
photonovel clichés? Or sharp reflections on the link between reality and fiction with the soppy hues of the couple’s life?
They play together, seems to be the answer Innerscapes gives.  Since one of the core elements of the performance - maybe 
the most thought-provoking one - is the possible relation that can be created on stage between the linguistic and the  
conceptual dimension. “A love story where time is beaten by space”, this presentation already tells a lot about the game that  
aims at challenging usual distinctions: “I think that form and content – Matteo Lanfranchi says in a recent interview - are
inseparable, one resulting from the other”. And this “alchemy” is explored through a wide playful dimension, from the play on 
words  of the caption tiles accompanying the actions to the performers’ complicity in creating and disassembling the settings, 
to the continuous disclosure (and intentional subversion) of the performing and staging rules. 
At the end of the day, what all these things - a year of meetings, a fresh interview, several previews, videos available on the
web and project intents on paper – could have in common is the human dimension, the one concerning the actor and the 
audience work, both as a starting point and a goal to test interesting participation dynamics. The same humanity highlighted  
by a performance that abandons the spoken word to devolve its success upon the energy of the actors teamwork and keeps on  
investing in a ongoing dialogue with the audience. But also the humanity chosen as the subject of the performance itself (the
relation between a couple) that leaves wide evocative possibilities to the audience, even in the surgical essentiality of the 
staging.  An audience that – if  initially distrustful  towards the unveiled tricks and the in view mechanisms, then maybe 
suspicious about the plot's simplicity - eventually finds itself trapped between identification and estrangement, re-thinking 
theater and filling a too well-known plot with its own fantasies, experiences, meanings and dreams, continuously challenged  
by all the apertures that Innerscapes offers. 
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Innerscapes interviews

Tamburo di Kattrin: “Innerscapes: a love story and the magic of the stage”

Many cinematographic techniques are incorporated in your performance. In a moment of great success of movies like the 
multi-awarded  “The Artist” at  the Oscars  or  “The Tree of  Life”  at  the Cannes Festival,  the  spoken word  seems to  be 
redefined. Where does the textual minimalism chosen for Innerscapes come from?

Since  my  first  performance  as  Effetto  Larsen  I  have  focused  on  action  rather  than  on  text.  I  wanted  to  make  a  solo  
performance, but I didn't like the idea of making a classical monologue speaking for an hour. I had heard that children, crazy  
people and animals can’t be told any lies: I thought it was because they look at what you do, without caring of what you say.  
And I found it extremely suitable for an actor's work. I thus reduced the text to 3 sentences in 50 minutes: the audience  
follows the performance easily, actually lets itself be led to a different, wordless, communication dimension, which allows it  
to play a more active role. I have been recently told that philosopher Merleau Ponty deals with similar subjects, even if my 
starting point was a popular adage. Hitchcock is another reference that I found on my way:  whenever he tried to use a 
dialogue to explain a plot's passage, he realized he had made a mistake somewhere. There's no room for explanations. This is  
one of the reasons why I chose a frame from Vertigo in the Innerscapes museum scene. Besides, I like the performance to  
draw on cinema, whose grammar is used as a basis for composition: flashbacks, cross-fades, omissions. I was really impressed  
by the recent success of movies with nearly no text. Especially in “The Artist”, I appreciated that most of the title cards that  
should convey the actors’ lines were omitted because unnecessary to understand the plot. I think that there is a change going 
on: a change involving the form and therefore the content, as well. Although, as Santayana says, there's nothing new under 
the sun but the forgotten. 

The content (telling a love story) and the complexity of the form used to express it seem to develop on two different levels:  
the former through the simplicity of an extremely recognizable topos, the latter with a meta-linguistic research that deeply  
explores  the  expressive  possibilities  of  theatre.  What  do  you  think  of  the  relation  between  content  and  form in  the 
dramaturgic creation process and how did you realize it in Innerscapes?

I had a formal starting point: I saw settings being created on stage many times, but I have never seen this technique being  
used to tell the flow of time. I first tested it in 2009, for the Biennale of Young Artists from Europe and the Mediterranean. I  
made a performance on human relations, and the couple obviously played the lead. While preparing Innerscapes, I realized 
what I wanted was to tell a simple and recognizable story through a contemporary language. A love story was the perfect 
subject: it’s thrilling, everybody likes it, it's easy to condense and above all it's part of everyone's life and imagination, thus  
allowing identification. Exploring the possibilities of theatre language is necessary to me, it's part of my path: I think that  
contemporary works need to say something also about theatre. I particularly like a dimension that reveals tricks, that reminds 
that it's pure fiction, in a word: I like the game behind it all. Any game however needs to be well played to be appreciated, and 
to do so, clear rules are needed. Innerscapes joins these two elements, of course creating a friction between what we tell and 
how we do it: but that's exactly what I'm interested in. I have no interest in just telling stories, as I have no interest in devices 
that are an end in themselves. I think that content and form are inseparable, and that it’s in this alchemy that what moves us  
lies. In a recent epistolary conversation Claudio Morganti pointed out the difference between the form and the theme, the 
direction we choose. It's much clearer this way: every work, every choice is placed in a wider context in time and space, in a 
way  that  shows  similarities  but  that  remains  open  to  new territories.  Sometimes  through  already  known instruments, 
sometimes through specifically designed tools. 
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Niuodeon

Your works are based on action and performance, in spite of your academic education. How did your theatrical taste develop
through the years?

One  of  the  main  features  of  the  golden  years  at  Paolo  Grassi's  was  the  chance  to  meet  great  Masters  from  diverse 
backgrounds. The result was a spreading of possibilities, a progressive crumbling of our original, rock-like idea of theatre.  
After graduation, I worked as an actor for many companies and directors with different visions. I learned something from 
each of these experiences, although my most significant encounters have been those with Gabriele Vacis, Michele Di Stefano 
and Claudio Morganti. Three great artists that work in very different ways, but all focusing on the performer's presence and 
quality. In  the years I have distanced myself from “traditional” theatre, even if a distinction as such always makes me smile.  
Every tradition contains experimentation. I always look for accuracy in the performers' presence and acting, I like them to be 
detailed: being on stage requires a deep preparation, whatever the language or the form used.

The performance is based on the words “abandonment”, “presence” and “hope”... how will it end?

When we  presented the very first  20-minute  studio,  a  lady raised her  hand  and asked  “will  they eventually  get  back  
together?”. I was amazed. We were telling an ordinary love story in a contemporary way and even the so called “normal”
audience – another definition that makes me smile – was accepting it without problems, thrilled by the story. Abandonment  
and presence are the two extremes of a relationship: you're either there or you’re not. All the rest revolves around that.
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Innerscapes
the creative process

I found the first idea to develop Innerscapes cycling in Milan, my
hometown.  When  I  pass  close  to  some  places  memories
immediately assault me. 
For example the street where I kissed a girl I loved when I was a
kid 

Or the park where I used to wonder when we broke up years
later

A  square  where  I  realized  one  of  the  most  important
performances in my life

Or the place where a met a dear friend after years of distance
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I realized that a small portion of time stopped for me in these places. It is very common, we all have places that
conserve memories for us: they are keepers of a time.  This aspect made me think that I could tell a story
through the places where it happened: I wanted to find a way to beat time through space. And I wanted it
simple.

The first idea was to show frozen narrative moments in different settings. I started looking for artists who
made something similar, especially in photography, and obviously I bumped into two great artists.

The first one is Gregory Crewdson. His world famous pictures
are a perfect example of what I was looking for: what amazes
me and thousands of Crewdson's admirers is the fact that you
immediately start asking yourself questions.
What  is  going  on?  What  happened?  What's  wrong  with  this
couple?

What's the relationship between these two women? 
Who is the girl in the car?
When did the bag fall? And why?
What is the woman going to say?

The  second  artist  is  Jeff  Wall.  Looking  at  this  well-known
picture,  Insomnia,  again  we  start  asking  questions.  And  the
answers are there: the observer immediately becomes active,
trying to complete what is offered to his view.

This active role of the audience is crucial in my work.  I always work with no text, or just a few lines: everything
is based on action. Plots are always fragmented in my performances, so that everyone can complete the story
following his taste, his ideas, his experiences. 
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I decided to use a very simple technique to realize this idea in theatre: bringing objects on stage, one by one, to
create a setting. It is a very common way to create situations in contemporary theatre, but I never saw it used
to tell the flow of time. That's what I was looking for.  Everything is handled and changed on view. I like to
create rules with the audience and then brake them. I like inviting the audience to play a game that they create
with the company during the performance. I also decided to tell a love story, the simplest plot, the one that
everybody knows: people meet, fall in love, (sometimes) brake up, go on. Simple as that, also funny in this
extreme simplification that is exposed at the beginning f the performance. 

The  creation of  the  settings  also  allows  to  zoom in  an image,  that  is  something  very  unusual  in  theatre.
Depending  on  the  order,  the  rhythm and  the  relation  between  the  objects  we  concentrate  the  audience's
attention on details, adding them gradually, discovering the situation for the audience.
When the setting is prepared, the action start. The performers represent a small fragment of a love story.
During  their  action,  they  freeze.  Time  stops  for  them.  In  that  moment,  the  setting  is  changed  by  other
performers. When the new setting is ready, time starts flowing again for the protagonists, that find themselves
in a new situation.

The protagonist here, the actor with the letter in his hands, is
freezed.  The  new  setting  is  under  construction.  The  caption,
another game played with the audience, like scrabble or Ruzzle,
says DAMAGE in Italian. In this moment, the damage is what is
being prepared.

The setting is ready. Time starts flowing again. 
The character reads the letter: the damage this time is in its
content.

The reaction shows what is happening, and the damage is within
the things he is destroying. 
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In what he makes to his partner.

The final damage, after another freeze and a quick clean up of
the room: the end of their relationship.

I find captions interesting because they can suggest a wider sense of an image
but also a very strict one, like flexible frameworks of meaning. In this picture,
the caption says WOMAN. In the image created on stage, we show a precise kind
of woman, in particular a night club dancer.   

This too is a woman, but a totally different kind of woman. They
express two different kind of femininity and sensuality, but the
caption reminds that they belong to the same category.
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Innerscapes is also an attempt to bring on stage techniques and
mechanisms taken from cinema: I like the idea of realizing them
in the simplest way. I love Hitchcock's work, the innovations he
brought, his obsessions and the way he showed them. I took as a
reference  one  of  the  most  famous  frames  in  Vertigo:  in  a
museum, James Stewart looks at Kim Novak while she looks at a
woman that looks like her.

In one of Innerscapes' scenes, a couple meet in a museum while
they  are  looking  at  a  reproduction  of  this  frame.  In  a  very
simple, nearly naif way, we can say that is like theatre looking to
cinema,  finding inspiration in it.  But what I  really  like is the
gazes' short circuit that this image creates: the audience look at
two actors in a museum, who are looking at an image in which a
woman in a museum is looking at a painting that looks like her.
It  becomes  a  mirror  game.  And  when  this  game  works,  it's
magic. When we presented the performance at festivals, part of

the audience used to come and tell us: “I really enjoyed it, because the characters on stage... well, they were
me”. 
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